Humans and nonhuman animals share the capacity to estimate, without counting, the number of objects in a set by relying on an approximate number system (ANS). Only humans, however, learn the concepts and operations of symbolic mathematics. Despite vast differences between these two systems of quantification, neural and behavioral findings suggest functional connections. Another line of research suggests that the ANS is part of a larger, more general system of magnitude representation. Reports of cognitive interactions and common neural coding for number and other magnitudes such as spatial extent led us to ask whether, and how, nonnumerical magnitude interfaces with mathematical competence. On two magnitude comparison tasks, college students estimated (without counting or explicit calculation) which of two arrays was greater in number or cumulative area. They also completed a battery of standardized math tests. Individual differences in both number and cumulative area precision (measured by accuracy on the magnitude comparison tasks) correlated with interindividual variability in math competence, particularly advanced arithmetic and geometry, even after accounting for general aspects of intelligence. Moreover, analyses revealed that whereas number precision contributed unique variance to advanced arithmetic, cumulative area precision contributed unique variance to geometry. Taken together, these results provide evidence for shared and unique contributions of nonsymbolic number and cumulative area representations to formally taught mathematics. More broadly, they suggest that uniquely human branches of mathematics interface with an evolutionarily primitive general magnitude system, which includes partially overlapping representations of numerical and nonnumerical magnitude.
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analog magnitude | Weber's law | estimation | nonsymbolic magnitude precision | mathematical cognition H ow do humans come to understand mathematics? A common view is that the mental capacity for formal mathwhich includes access to symbolic notations of number, knowledge of quantitative concepts, and the implementation of computational operations-builds on a set of core abilities such as an intuitive, nonverbal sense of numerosity (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . Also known as the approximate number system (ANS), this nonsymbolic sense of numerical magnitude is shared with nonhuman animals (6) and is widespread across cultures (7) . Unlike the acquisition of symbolic number (e.g., Arabic digits) and formal math concepts, which are learned via explicit instruction and allow for exact quantification, the ANS may be innate (8) and is characteristically "noisy," with variance increasing linearly as a function of the absolute numerical value (9) . This imprecision can be modeled as overlapping Gaussian distributions along an internal continuum (10) and is captured by Weber's law, which holds that subjective differences in intensity are proportional to the objective ratios between values. When people compare numerical values under conditions that prevent counting or that do not allow for explicit calculation, their judgments are systematically approximate, with discriminability becoming more difficult as the ratio approaches 1 (e.g., 10 vs. 5 is easier to discriminate than 10 vs. 9). Despite vast differences in the nature and developmental trajectories of the ANS and formally taught mathematics (11), accumulating behavioral and neural data suggest that these systems are cognitively and functionally intertwined. Studies using functional (f)MRI, for example, show that activation in and around the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) is similarly modulated by the ratio of Arabic digits and nonsymbolic number arrays (10, 12, 13) . Moreover, addition problems solved either exactly with symbolic notation or approximately on nonsymbolic visual displays recruit parietal cortex (14) , with impairments for each following injury or temporary deactivation of the IPS (15, 16) . Additional evidence for a link between the ANS and symbolic arithmetic comes from individuals with dyscalculia, known as a specific disability in learning school-relevant math (17) . Recent studies suggest that dyscalculia is also characterized by deficits in ANS processing such as nonsymbolic number comparison (18) , with atypical IPS activation during both symbolic arithmetic (19) and approximate nonsymbolic comparisons (20) .
Studies using psychophysical techniques to quantify the coarseness of nonsymbolic number representations point to large individual differences in precision throughout the lifespan (21, 22) . Whereas some people have more noise associated with the ANS (i.e., more overlap in the Gaussian curves), others have less noise (i.e., less overlap in the Gaussian curves). Halberda and colleagues (23) reported that individual differences in ANS precision (derived from performance on a nonsymbolic comparison task) at 14 y of age retroactively predicted competence in symbolic arithmetic (measured by standardized tests of calculation ability) during kindergarten through sixth grade. Greater ANS precision was associated with higher standardized math scores. Other studies measuring ANS precision earlier in development (3-6 y) have revealed that children's performance on nonsymbolic number tasks predicts later mastery of number words and knowledge of the school math curriculum, even after controlling for general aspects of intelligence such as verbal competence (24, 25) . These studies provide converging behavioral evidence for a functional connection between the ANS and symbolic math, evident before formal instruction and continuing into adulthood.
Here we ask about the nature and specificity of the link between nonsymbolic representations of magnitude and symbolic (formally taught) mathematics. Are the magnitude representations implicated in this network specifically and exclusively numerical? Or does a formal math system interface more broadly with nonnumerical magnitudes that extend across space or time? Such questions follow naturally from debates on the specificity of the ANS. One side of this debate holds that although the ANS is represented in analog format, as are other magnitudes such as spatial extent and duration (5, 9, 26) , representations of numerical magnitude are separable, at least functionally, from those of nonnumerical magnitude (27) (28) (29) (30) . Another side suggests that the ANS may be better conceptualized as part of a larger, more general system of magnitude representation, with shared mechanisms for processing numerical and nonnumerical magnitudes (9, 26, (31) (32) (33) . Evidence for such a system includes behavioral demonstrations in humans of cognitive interactions between number and spatial extent (e.g., "size congruity effect") (34, 35) , as well as single-cell recordings with rhesus monkeys showing that ∼20% of neurons in the horizontal segment of the IPS are tuned to both nonsymbolic number and spatial extent (36) (for evidence in humans of common neural activation, see refs. 13, 37). Although neither side has made explicit claims about whether, and how, nonnumerical magnitude should interface with formal math, there are two predictions that follow. ANS specificity would predict that connections between math and nonsymbolic number should be specific and dissociable from representations of nonnumerical magnitude. In contrast, a general magnitude system with common mechanisms for representing numerical and nonnumerical magnitude would predict that these magnitudes should interface similarly with symbolic mathematics-the caveat being that the amount of representational overlap for numerical and nonnumerical magnitudes may dictate how similarly they interface with a formal math system.
Questions about how broadly uniquely human mathematics interfaces with nonsymbolic magnitude representations shared by humans and nonhuman animals are wide open and in need of empirical investigation. To this end, we examined the extent to which the precision of numerical and nonnumerical magnitudes predicts formal math competence. Participants (college students) were given two magnitude comparison tasks, one in which they estimated number (i.e., "Which array of dots is greater in number?") and another in which they estimated spatial extent (i.e., "Which array of dots is greater in cumulative area?"). Cumulative area served as the nonnumerical magnitude and the test case of generalization, because, like number for an array of dots, it is a property of visual sets, allowing for a direct comparison of different magnitudes while keeping perceptual features as similar as possible. In both number and area tasks, participants saw spatially intermixed dots of two colors (brown and blue) presented on a computer screen (Fig. 1 ). Arrays were presented too rapidly (200 ms) to allow for serial counting or explicit computations of cumulative area, such that participants had to rely on an approximate sense of magnitude in both cases. The ratio of brown and blue dots varied widely from 2:1 to 10:9 on each task. Precisions for number and cumulative area representations were computed and compared straightforwardly, using overall accuracy across the tested ratios.
Participants were also administered a battery of standardized math tests, including subtests from the Woodcock-Johnson III Tests of Achievement (WJ) (38) and KeyMath 3 Diagnostic Assessment (KM) (39) , for an assessment of broad mathematical competence. These tests measure symbolic arithmetic ability, both advanced (WJ-calculation) and elementary (WJ-math fluency), performance on word problems (WJ-applied problems), knowledge of math-related concepts (WJ-quantitative concepts), and geometric understanding (KM-geometry). Existing studies concerned with examining the links between mathematics and nonsymbolic number representations have focused almost exclusively on arithmetic calculations (e.g., refs. 23, 40). Math, however, is not a monolithic domain, and in college students, expertise typically spans multiple branches (e.g., arithmetic, algebra, calculus, and geometry) and can be applied across various contexts, ranging from structured equations with digits and/or variables to less structured word problems, from unlimited time constraints to speeded responses, and from complex calculations to rote recall of facts. Psychometric studies report strong correlations across standardized math tests (38, 39) , but the extent to which different types of math may be grounded in nonsymbolic magnitudes has yet to be systematically investigated. Studies using neuroimaging techniques suggest that the neural circuitry recruited for solving different math problems can vary depending on the type of problem; whereas over-rehearsed arithmetic facts have been shown to recruit left angular gyrus (41, 42) , word problems activate prefrontal cortex (43, 44) . Such differences in brain activation raise the possibility that not all aspects of mathematical competence will interface similarly with nonsymbolic magnitudes, which have been shown to primarily recruit the IPS (13, 37) . By including multiple measures of educationally relevant mathematics and by examining the predictive value of both number and cumulative area precision for different types of math, the present study seeks to extend recent research and to provide a direct investigation of the nonsymbolic correlates of uniquely human, highly abstract cognition.
Results and Discussion
Statistical analyses were conducted on 65 participants (Methods). Participants completed both magnitude comparison tasks (number and area), followed by a battery of standardized math tests and two tests of verbal competence [WJ-picture vocabulary and WJreading vocabulary (38) ; see SI Text for description of tests]. Verbal competence served as the nonmath control because it is a well-known component of general intelligence (45, 46) and because, like mathematical competence, it is affected by formal education, making it both appropriately comparable and contrastive.
Performance on Magnitude Comparison Tasks. As expected, analyses of mean accuracy at each ratio revealed that performance improved as ratio increased on both number, F(5, 320) = 112.690, P < 0.001, and area, F(5, 320) = 92.559, P < 0.001, tasks (see SI Text for additional analyses). Improvement was also observed for median reaction time (RT) (correct trials only), with faster responses for larger ratios on both tasks: number, F(5, 320) = 14.055, P < 0.001, and area, F(5, 320) = 23.785, P < 0.001 (SI Text). Effects of accuracy and RT are consistent with Weber's law and confirm that participants' estimates were based on representations of approximate magnitude, not explicit strategies of enumeration or exact calculations.
Analyses comparing individual differences in overall accuracy (i.e., mean accuracy across all ratios) revealed that performance on number (M = 71.0%, SD = 6.2%) and area (M = 71.1%, SD = 6.3%) tasks did not differ significantly from each other, t(64) = −0.100, P = 0.921 (see SI Text for distribution of scores), suggesting equivalent levels of precision for nonsymbolic number and cumulative area, at least for the stimulus types and ratios tested here. Moreover, overall accuracy for number and area tasks were positively correlated (Fig. 2) , a correlation that remained statistically significant when controlling for verbal competence, r p (61) = 0.409, P < 0.01, or for performance across all standardized (math and nonmath) tests, r p (56) = 0.331, P = 0.011. Participants with better estimates of number displayed better estimates of cumulative area, suggesting at least partially overlapping representations of numerical and nonnumerical magnitude and adding to a growing body of evidence in support of a general magnitude system. A possibility not addressed here is the extent to which basic perceptual parameters such as visual acuity or attentional factors may account for the correlation between number and cumulative area precision, rather than shared representational content for these magnitudes. This is an important issue for future research.
What Is the Relation Between Magnitude Precision and Mathematical
Competence? To answer this question, we conducted correlation analyses between overall accuracy on each of the magnitude comparison tasks and performance across the standardized math tests, while controlling for nonmath (verbal) competence (WJpicture vocabulary and WJ-reading vocabulary; see SI Text for age-referenced scores on standardized tests). Both number and cumulative area precision were significantly correlated with WJcalculation [number task, r p (61) = 0.310, P = 0.013; area task, r p (61) = 0.260, P = 0.040] and KM-geometry [number task, r p (61) = 0.302, P = 0.016; area task, r p (61) = 0.360, P = 0.004] (see Fig. 3 for zero-order correlations). These findings build on recent research by showing that individual differences in both nonsymbolic number and cumulative area precision correlate with individual differences in both advanced arithmetic and geometry. As magnitude precision increases (whether numerical or nonnumerical), so, too, does performance on standardized tests of mathematical competence, even when accounting for general aspects of intelligence. No other partial correlations, however, reached statistical significance (all Ps > 0.05). That is, neither number nor cumulative area precision systematically related to scores on WJ-math fluency, WJ-quantitative concepts, or WJ-applied problems. The lack of correlations for these math tests suggests that although the link between numerical magnitude and math competence extends to nonnumerical magnitude and beyond advanced arithmetic to geometry, there are clear limits on the grounding of symbolic math in nonsymbolic magnitude representations (General Discussion).
In subsequent analyses we focused on advanced arithmetic and geometry, both of which correlated with number and cumulative area precision. Separate multiple-regression analyses were used to examine the relative contributions of number and cumulative area precision to performance on WJ-calculation and KM-geometry. These analyses revealed that overall accuracy on the number task predicted WJ-calculation scores above and beyond that accounted for by performance on the area task, ΔR 2 = 0.053, F(1, 62) = 3.748, P = 0.057. Although this particular effect is statistically marginal, the fact that cumulative area precision did not uniquely predict WJ-calculation scores, ΔR 2 = 0.019, F(1, 62) = 1.329, P = 0.253, suggests that the link between nonsymbolic number and advanced arithmetic is not due to their respective connections to representations of cumulative area (see Fig. 4 for partial correlations). In contrast, overall accuracy on the area task was a unique predictor of KM-geometry scores, ΔR 2 = 0.088, F(1, 62) = 6.826, P = 0.011, whereas nonsymbolic number showed no unique contribution to KM-geometry, ΔR 2 = 0.030, F(1, 62) = 2.324, P = 0.132. This suggests that the link between cumulative area representations and geometry is not due to their respective connections to nonsymbolic number (Fig. 4) . Because some of the items on KM-geometry require arithmetic computations, one could ask whether the association between geometry and nonsymbolic magnitude is driven exclusively by calculationlike items, similar to those on the WJ-calculation test. Although KM-geometry and WJ-calculation were significantly correlated, r (63) = 0.563, P < 0.001, regression analyses controlling for WJ-calculation scores revealed that cumulative area precision remained a significant predictor of KM-geometry scores, β = 0.283, t(62) = 2.757, P = 0.008 [number precision: β = 0.169, t(62) = 1.559, P = 0.124]. These analyses suggest that numerical and nonnumerical magnitudes interface, to some extent, uniquely with advanced arithmetic and geometry, respectively. Importantly, they also suggest that the correlations between cumulative area precision and WJ-calculation as well as between number precision and KM-geometry ( Fig. 3 ) reflect shared variance contributed by number and cumulative area precision.
General Discussion
Long-standing theoretical interest in the mental primitives of abstract human cognition (47, 48) Altogether, we extend recent experiments by (i) demonstrating that both number and cumulative area precision correlate with advanced arithmetic and geometry, even when controlling for general aspects of intelligence, and by (ii) providing empirical support for unique contributions of number and cumulative area precision to competence with advanced arithmetic and geometry, respectively. The combination of shared and unique connections between magnitude representations and formal math in the present study suggests that the nonsymbolic basis of advanced arithmetic and geometry may reside in a general magnitude system with overlapping, but also separable, properties of numerical and nonnumerical magnitude. Empirical support for partial (not full) overlap comes from both humans and nonhuman animals. Recent research with human infants using a habituation/dishabituation paradigm suggests that although 9-mo-olds transfer learning of color/pattern mappings across nonsymbolic number and spatial extent, they do not treat these magnitudes interchangeably (32), as would be predicted by a "one-bit" system with no differentiation among magnitudes (31) . Moreover, single-cell recordings with monkeys suggest a combination of common and distinct neural codes for number and spatial extent, with some neurons tuned to both magnitudes, but others responding exclusively to each (36) . Because single neurons cannot account for complex behaviors across a broad range of stimuli, a challenge for future research will be to determine how populations of neuronal firing support aspects of shared and distinct processing for numerical and nonnumerical magnitudes. One class of models in vision suggests that shared representations emerge via relative outputs from spatial filters tuned to high vs. low frequencies (51, 52) , whereas another class of models, which emphasizes distinct representations, suggests that summation processes invoke additional mechanisms that normalize computations across irrelevant cues (53) (54) (55) . Although extant models have typically considered shared and distinct representations separately, findings such as those from the present study point to the need for integrative neuro-computational models that simulate how shared and distinct representations might coexist as part of a general magnitude system.
Among the oldest branches of mathematics are geometry and arithmetic (56) . Cross-cultural research with indigenous populations and studies using visual attention paradigms with infants suggest that they are also among the most psychologically intuitive. Knowledge of core geometric concepts (e.g., points and lines) and the ability to perform basic (nonsymbolic) arithmetic computations (e.g., addition and subtraction) have been documented in cultures without access to formal math instruction (2, 7) and even in preverbal infants (57, 58) . Such intuitions, it is believed, rest on perceptual properties of the visual system and universal spatial experiences. That geometry is highly visual and perhaps grounded in navigation abilities (59) and that arithmetic of small sets of objects recruits parallel individuation processes (60) may provide some basis for protomathematical intuitions. The present findings suggest a further basis for such intuitions by showing that even formally taught mathematics performed by college students may be rooted in analog representations of number and cumulative area, with nonsymbolic magnitude precision predicting individual differences in advanced arithmetic and school-relevant geometry.
Although we can only speculate about the functional significance of the connections between nonsymbolic magnitude and mathematics, existing research suggests two possible benefits. One benefit might occur early in human ontogeny when children begin learning symbolic number notation and formal math computations (11, 61) . It has been suggested that numerical symbols (e.g., number words and Arabic digits) acquire meaning when they are mapped to preexisting representations of numerical magnitude such as the ANS (1, 5, 62) . Our findings suggest that such mappings may extend more broadly to nonnumerical magnitudes such as cumulative area. In the case of geometry, symbolic manipulations and exact calculations of spatial properties such as the volume of 3D shapes and the relative positions of figures may be grounded in an approximate sense of spatial r p = .315 P = .011 Fig. 4 . Diagrams of partial correlations depicting associations between two variables while controlling for a third. (Left) Whereas performance on WJ-calculation was positively correlated with number precision when controlling for cumulative area precision, it was no longer significantly correlated with cumulative area precision when controlling for number precision, suggesting a unique connection between numerical magnitude and advanced arithmetic. (Right) In contrast, performance on KM-geometry was positively correlated with cumulative area precision when controlling for number precision, but it was no longer significantly correlated with number precision when controlling for cumulative area precision, suggesting a unique connection between nonnumerical magnitude and geometry. (Left and Right) Notably, number and cumulative area precision remained positively correlated when controlling for performance on WJ-calculation or KM-geometry, which, as suggested in the main text, may reflect partially shared mechanisms for representing numerical and nonnumerical magnitudes.
extent. This possibility dovetails with "redeployment" (63) and "recycling" (64) theories, which propose that neural assemblies in posterior parietal cortex, having evolved for the sensorimotor coordination of basic actions (65) , are co-opted for symbolic mathematics. Another possible benefit might come in the form of online error detection. That traces of nonsymbolic number and cumulative area are evident in the math abilities of college students suggests functional consequences beyond early development. Access to approximate magnitude representations when computing answers to complex arithmetic and geometry problems could serve as an automatic and robust process of identifying calculation errors. Knowing that an answer to a math problem cannot possibly be correct because it falls outside the range of probable outcomes will improve overall accuracy; accordingly, the more precise one's underlying representations of nonsymbolic magnitude, the more arithmetic and/or geometric errors will be caught. Whereas the benefit to learning symbolic mathematics presumes that nonsymbolic representations of magnitude causally precede math competence, the benefit to error detection highlights the potential for the reverse causal pattern, namely that exposure to symbolic math may affect nonsymbolic magnitude representations. Cross-cultural research showing that adults from indigenous cultures without formal math instruction have less precise representations of numerical magnitude compared with adults in math-educated cultures (7) hints at a causal role for educationally relevant experiences in sharpening the precision of nonsymbolic magnitudes (62) .
Not all standardized math tests included in the present study, however, showed systematic connections to nonsymbolic magnitude precision. Despite strong correlations across the math tests themselves (SI Text), performance on elementary (and speeded) arithmetic problems (WJ-math fluency), knowledge of math-related concepts (WJ-quantitative concepts), and competence with word problems (WJ-applied problems) were not reliably related to number or cumulative area precision, suggesting that nonsymbolic magnitude representations may not interact evenly across different types of symbolic math and that individual differences in other cognitive abilities may contribute additional variance to performance on these tests. A wealth of studies using behavioral and neuroimaging techniques suggest that people sample from an assortment of strategies when solving math problems, with different strategies recruiting at least partially distinct neural circuits (42, 66) . For example, highly routinized arithmetic problems, as in WJ-math fluency, show greater reliance on rote visuoverbal memory than explicit computations of magnitude (41, 42) . Because simple arithmetic problems can be memorized rather than explicitly computed, nonsymbolic magnitudes may contribute minimally (if at all) to their maintenance in memory or their speeded recall. Among the cognitive abilities that are well-known contributors of mathematical competence are semantic memory and metacognitive processes (66, 67) , which may affect performance on tests such as WJ-quantitative concepts and WJ-applied problems (see SI Text for additional discussion). Separately or in combination, such abilities may play a greater (or more direct) role than magnitude precision in accounting for interindividual variability on these math tests, either by modulating connections to a general magnitude system or by bypassing it altogether (cf. ref. 40) .
A recent study with dyscalculic individuals suggests that the mere presence of Arabic digits affects temporal processing, with numerical deficits transferring to estimates of duration (50) . Current theories of dyscalculia include specific deficits of the ANS, that is, imprecise representations of nonsymbolic number (18) , or specific deficits in mapping symbols to nonsymbolic number representations (68) . These and other theories (17) have been silent about how nonsymbolic magnitudes other than number are represented in the brains of children and adults, and by extension, how a system of general magnitude representation, which includes nonnumerical magnitudes such as spatial extent and duration (69) (70) (71) , might interface with learning and competence across different types of mathematical problem solving. Dyscalculia and other math-related disorders such as acalculia are heterogeneous in their symptomatology (15, 72) . Our findings of shared and unique contributions of nonsymbolic number and cumulative area to symbolic arithmetic calculations and geometry suggest additional complexities that may contribute to heterogeneous phenotypes. We hope that future studies will adopt the methodological approach used here. By using multiple measures of symbolic math competence and comparing precision underlying both numerical and nonnumerical magnitudes, future research may be better able to offer specific predictions about the interactions between symbolic and nonsymbolic systems of quantification under normative conditions and in cases of deficiency.
Methods
Participants completed two magnitude comparisons tasks, one in which the relevant dimension was number (number task) and another in which it was cumulative area (area task). Participants also completed a battery of standardized math tests drawn from the WJ (38) and KM (39) . As contrastive nonmath controls, participants completed two additional tests of verbal competence from the WJ (SI Text). Participants were tested individually in a single session, lasting ∼90 min.
Magnitude Comparison Tasks. Number and area tasks were programmed using E-Prime 2.0 (PST) and presented on a computer screen (48 or 43 cm, diagonal). Participants sat at a distance of ∼50 cm from the screen. On each trial, they saw an array (x = 24.8°, y = 19.9°or x = 19.6°, y = 18.0°) of spatially intermixed brown and blue dots, matched for luminance (Fig. 1 ). Participants were instructed to judge which set of dots (brown or blue) was more numerous (number task) or greater in cumulative area (area task). Weber ratios were systematically varied during the test trials; that is, each array varied in the relevant dimension (number or cumulative area) along one of six ratios (2:1, 3:2, 4:3, 5:4, 7:6, and 10:9), allowing discrimination to be quantified parametrically. In the number task, the absolute number of dots for each set ranged from 5 to 14; in the area task, absolute cumulative area ranged from 9.0 to 29.8 cm 2 . In each task, participants received 10 practice trials and 144 test trials (24 per ratio). Practice trials were identical to test trials, except that only one (easier) ratio was used (3:1) to familiarize participants with the task. Instructions emphasized both speed and accuracy. No corrective feedback was provided during practice or test.
Each trial began with a fixation point presented centrally for 1,000 ms. An array of brown and blue dots presented for 200 ms followed. Participants were then prompted (with a question mark) to respond by pressing either "Q" or "P" on a computer keyboard (e.g., "if the brown set of dots is more numerous, press Q; if the blue set is more numerous, press P"). Test trials were grouped into two blocks: one in which Q corresponded to brown sets and P to blue sets and another with the reverse assignment (order counterbalanced). Within block, the color associated with greater magnitude was randomized across trials.
On both tasks, brown and blue sets of dots were created by randomly selecting individual element sizes until constraints for each trial were met. In the number task, three types of controls were implemented to ensure that participants relied on differences in numerical value, rather than spatially related cues, when responding. Similar to previous studies (23, 73) , arrays of each ratio were matched either for cumulative area (one-third of trials) or average dot size (one-third of trials). On the former type, brown and blue sets of dots on a given trial were equal in cumulative area (M = 22.1 cm 2 , range = 9.6-30.3 cm 2 ); on the latter type, average dot size was equal (M = 2.3 cm 2 , range = 1.1-2.8 cm ). On the remaining trials, nonnumerical parameters (i.e., cumulative area and average dot size) were varied randomly (as in ref. 73) . Mean difference in cumulative area between arrays was 4.9 cm 2 (range = 0.1-22.7 cm 2 ) and mean difference in dot size between arrays was 1.9 cm 2 (range = 0.9-4.1 cm 2 ). In the area task, the numbers of dots in each set (7, 9, or 13) were matched within trial and varied across trials, such that judgments of greater cumulative area could not be based on number.
Participants completed both number and area tasks (order counterbalanced) before taking the battery of standardized tests, which were administered in a fixed order: (i ) WJ-calculation, (ii ) WJ-math fluency, (iii ) WJ-applied problems, (iv) WJ-quantitative concepts, (v) WJ-picture vocabulary, (vi) WJreading vocabulary, and (vii) KM-geometry. Participants were tested on the standardized tests by an experienced experimenter who adhered to standard protocols for the WJ and KM.
Participants. Seventy-seven college students (47 female) between 17 and 21 y of age participated. Of these, 12 were excluded from data analyses for failing to follow instructions in one or both of the magnitude comparison tasks. Participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All received course credit or monetary compensation for their participation, and all provided informed consent. Procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board at Emory University.
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